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A Course of Twelve Lessons on the Science of Being and Christian
Healing, given by the Unity Correspondence School,

LESSON NINE
IMAGINATION
Every student of Truth should have the understanding of the Spirit in
all its expressions, and be able to interpret the symbology or parables
of all Scriptures. Spiritual things cannot be described in language but
the allegorical representations written out by those who have spiritual discernment can be understood if the student takes the Universal key of Mind,
and applies it to every sacred writing.
The first chapter of Genesis is an allegory and each day's creation represents the expression in Divine Mind of a fundamental idea and its associated thoughts. Seers have discerned that the Universe is a Grand Man with
stars and planets as the cells of his body.
faculties..

Back of this is Mind, and its

This- Mind is the origin of everything and it 'creates ©>r HE-

presses itself in orderly, sequential steps.

These steps are not evolu-

tionary, but they are the involution of the mind in a thought-process
which afterwards comes forth in evolution.
The first movement of Mind is the expression of Conscious Intelligence,
described in Genesis as

r

'light.fr

And God said, ' rI»at there be lignt,

and there was light.*'
Man's mind should move in this order in everything he thinks: First, Intelligence; second, Faith which is a substantial, abiding confidence in
his innate understanding, then Imagination, the forming faculty described
in Genesis as the bringing forth of the "dry land," which God called the
Earth.

-2The Imagination is connected with all the other faculties.
the cumulative faculty.
storehouse of Ideas.

It accumulates Ideas.

Prayer is

The One Mind is the great

By prayer we draw upon these Ideas, by faith we

give them substance, make them substantial in consciousness, and by imagination we form them.
Everything that is manifest was first a mental picture, and it is the
work of the forming, imaging power of the mind to express these pictures.
Anyone may see how this faculty works by watching its activities in his own
mind. You cannot think of a rose without mentally seeing one, and all
thinking is a series of moving pictures. These are formed in the Universal
Ether and make all conditions in body and affairs. They serve as the patterns from which is formed in Substance all that appears.

The picture may

be true or false,, but if it is stamped with sufficient clearness upon substance it will become manifest. Many well authenticated Gases like the following have occurred:
A student during an initiation was told that the word • • coward*' was being burned into his flesh with a red hot iron. Ice was used instead of the
iron, but the picture of the word was so- vividly made in the mind of the
young man, that it was branded upon his flesh.
The ancient Greeks took advantage of this mental law and surrounded their
prospective mothers with beautiful pictures and statuary that the unborn
child might receive from the mother's mind the impress of beauty. As a result the Greeks were noted for their beauty of form.
Jesus Christ demonstrated in a higher way, because his imaging faculty
was established in Truth and mental pictures were from the One Perfect Mind.
An imperfect body is brought forth by beholding the image of that which is
imperfect.

The perfect body will be demonstrated through beholding the

perfect, eternal, living, glorified
from man, but within him.

Christ-body, not outside of -and apart

-3Moses in the building and furnishing of the tabernacle was commanded to
''make all things according to the pattern shown thee in the mount.'* The
mount is the place of high spiritual understanding, the realm of Divine
Ideas, or the Kingdom of heaven in man. When he draws* upon this realm for
patterns for all his thinking, instead of upon the realm of appearances,
he creates in righteousness, and his creations are. true, perfect and abiding.
It is the privilege of everyone to choose the kind of mental pictures
he will form, therefore, ''Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever' things
are honest, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report, think on these things.*'
See yourself as healthy.

If the blessing of plenty seems to be lacking.

it is because mental images of lack have been allowed to form until they
have become objective. You cannot change conditions by working in the external, but must get back to the images from which the conditions were
made. Put a new slid© in your magic lantern and you will throw a new picture upon the canvas.
Diseases are perpetuated in the body by the activity of the imagination
working in the subconscious. Although the body is renewed every year, or
even less time according to some authorities, scars and abnormal conditions
are perpetuated.

The cause of this is that all shapes and forms, great and

small, hideous #or beautiful are carried as .potential pictures in the mind
and unless removed by denial, continue to express themselves in all the
changes through which the body-substance may pass.
Spiritual healing is the erasement of these mental pictures, and the
trained metaphysician gains power sufficient to dissolve the image that
is holding the picture on the body, and it disappears. It has always been
a mystery how warts often vanish in a few days when ''wished away.*' This
law explains it.

Simple things often confound the mighty.

seeks the law back of every expression.

The wise man

-4The law of mind pertains to the forming of the character of man, as well
as to the making of external conditions. ' *Beye perfect, even as your Father
in heaven is perfect.rf A full and complete understanding of mind and how it
works reveals to us that to realize oar perfect estate we must claim it in
faith, and steadily behold ourselves as the image and likeness of God. By
the right use of the imaging power of the mind, we form a perfect character,
a perfect body, a perfect world.
It is well for us to understand this law of mind, for we meet it on every
side; it enters into the"very fiber of our lives. The imagination has cft-an
been belittled, and because it was not understood, it has been put asids as
belonging to- day-dreams, but now it is known to be one of the fundamental
faculties in our being, and we are learning to train it in righteousness.
Isaiah. 2&:3, according to the margin reads, ''Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose imagination is stayed on thee-. *' Those who find their imagination running riot, making fearful pictures of-error, have the power to
control their thought, and stay it upon Truth. Then they will image the
good and be at peace. All fear and anxiety and mental disturbance cf every
kind comes because thought-pictures of something undesirable are allowed to
form. The I Am power, mastery and dominion should be declared. Take possession of the throne and judge the tribes of Israel.

Be the Jodge of what

shall be imaged by you and carry out your decision.
Pictures of error are simply floating images in mind.
self up to them.

Haver give your-

Know that in man is the capacity %& direct, tei control.

All this matter of ghosts, and the fearful things whieh men s»e in imagination pass away when we know that they are only mind-projections. Jssus
simply saw these things as nothing. He denied them away9 30 we are tea put
out cf cur minds as -unreal all that interferes with mar, \«e mow to be righteous. Ian is master of every situation litem he is master of M s
thoughts.

-5All forms in the mental or astral realm are the result of ideas, and do
not in themselves have any real power. People who are carried away by beautiful visions are not safe, because they are not established in the ideas
upon which the pictures they see are founded. Keep ever before yen this one
thought, The foundation of everything is mind and manifestation is effect.
All power is given to him who understands and masters ideas.
Thought-pictures manifest in a multitude of ways . You may have visions
and dreams that, if you are not in understanding, may frighten you and make
you believe that some power outside of yourself is working, against you. But
these have their origin in your own mind. You have not been careful of the
mental pictures you have formed and they have to be dealt with. Every
picture represents an idea, and dreams are mental pictures. When the conscious mind is still, the subconscious is active, and it reflects perfectly
whatever has been impressed upon it. To rightly interpret dreams, the ideas
back of the symbols should be sought, and their relation considered.
Joseph represents the faculty, Imagination, down in Egypt, the subconscious. Joseph did not interpret dreams literally, but showed that they
were symbolical and .represented certain ideas at work in. the consciousness
either of the individual, the nation, or the race. You will get the interpretation of your dreams if you lie still immediately upem awakening and
hold that you have the meaning; that the Spirit now reveals to you their import. A book could not be written that would interpret all dreams. They
differ with every one, and are give© for gsiidanee and instruction to meet
the special needs of the individual.
The habit of telling children that there are bug-a-boos and things that
will catch them if they are not good, does serious harm to the child mind.
It feeds the imagination upon that which is untrue, and forms mental images
that produce fear with the mental and physical results o^ fear. These pictures are sometimes impressed so forcibly upon the child that he has them

-6to deal with even after he is grown, and often after he has forgotten all
about how they Game to be part of his consciousness.
In the matter of healing, see your patients perfect. Whatever appearances may be, refuse to see them, and look only at the image and likeness of
God. A good treatment is, * 'You now express the perfection of God. You are
as perfect in manifestation as in Idea."
We are *'transformed by beholding.'' Whatever we persistently behold,
that we manifest. ' 'We all with open face beholding as in a glass the glory
of the Lord are changed into the same image from glory to glory, *' or as
some translators give it, from *'character to character.'' The perfect pattern for us is Jesus Christ, the perfect man. *'LOOKING unto Jesus,"
"LOOK unto me, and be saved" and similar Bible expressions have a deep
meaning when studied in this connection. Unto them that look for him shall
he appear the second time without sin unto salvation." Those who look for
and find the indwelling Christ of God and steadfastly behold his perfection
and glory shall be transformed into his likeness.
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QUESTIONS FOLLOWING LESSON NINE
1. What steps are taken in the process of thinking?
2. What is the Imagination?
3. Give original illustrations of the power of the imaging faculty.
4. What is the first thing necessary in demonstrating perfection?
5. Where does man get the ideal-images necessary to express his perfect
organism?
6. How are diseases perpetuated?
7. How often is the body renewed?
8. Why do scars and deformities often remain if the body is being continually made new?
9. What effect does spiritual treatment have on pictures of error?
10. Whatis the explanation of the disappearance of warts when ''wished
away''?
11. What place has the Imagination in the forming of character?
12. How may anxious thoughts be overcome?
13. What is the explanation of ''ghosts''?
14. Why is it unwise for one to give himself up to day-dreams?
15. Is there any power outside of man to work him harm?
16. What is the cause of ''bad dreams"''?
17. Which of the sons of Jacob represented the Imagination?
18. How should all dreams be interpreted?
19. Why should children be taught to be fearless?
20. What relation does ''beholding'' bear to the work of transforming man?
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i.

What steps are taken in the process of thinking?

2.

What is the

o«

Sive original illustrations of the power of the imaging faculty?

4.

What is the first thing necessary in. demonstrating perfection?

.5.

Imagination?

Where does man get the ideal-images necessary to express his perfect
organism?
How are diseases perpetuated?
How often is the body renewed?
Why do scars and deformities often remain if the body is being continually made new?
What effect does spiritual treatment have on pictures of error?
What is the explanation of the disappearance of warts when

f

'wished

away?''
What place ha3 the Imagination in the forming of character?
How may anxious thoughts be overcome?

13. What is the explanation of * 'ghosts?-''
14.

Why is it unwise for one to give himself up to day-dreams?

15.

Is there any power outside of man to work him harm?

18.

What is the cause of " b a d dreams?''

\

\>l 17.

Which of the sons of Jacob represented the Imagination?
How should all dreams be interpreted?
Why should children be taught to be fearless?

J? 20.

What relation does

''beholding'' bear to the work of transforming man?
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\1. What steps are taken in the process of thinking?

fall <i2*

What is the Imagination?

3.

Give original illustrations of the power of the imaging faculty?

4.

What is the first thing necessary in demonstrating perfection?

5.. Where dees man get the ideal-linages necessary to express his perfect
organism?

,

6. How are diseases perpetuated?
&

w

7.

HOST

often is the body renewed?

8.

Why do sears and deformities often remain if the body is being continually made new?

9. What effect does spiritual treatment have on pictures of error?
10.

What is the explanation of the disappearance of warts when "wished
away?'*

*

11.

What place has the Imagination In the forming of character?
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How may anxious thoughts be overcome?

13.

What is the explanation of "ghosts?''

14.

Why is it unwise for one to give himself up to day-dreams?

15.

Is there any power outside of man to work him harm?

16.

What is the cause of ''bad dreams?*'

\

l'i"^^"T.7. Which of the sons of Jacob represented th© Imagination?
Ill* <^fl 8 «
\jfc

How should all dreams be interpreted?

19. Why should children tee taught to bo fearless?
20.

What relation does ''beholding*' bear to the work of transforming man?

(ORIGINAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL LESSONS BY CHARLES PILLMCRE)
PART TWO

IMAGINATION
LESSON NINE

(JlUJ^i
Question I .

What s t e p s a r e t a k e n i n t h e p r o c e s s of

thinking?

Answer, (a) The three orderly steps taken in the process of
thinking are first, conscious intelligence; Second, faith or
the establishment of a firm place in the mind, which is the
bringing forth of Substance,and third, imagination, the faculty
which forms the Substance.
is the Imag
Imagination?
Question 2. What Is
Answer, (a) The imagination is that faculty of mind which
images and forms. Every thing that is manifest was first a
mental picture and was brought into expression by the forming power of the mind.
£__
Question 3. Give original illustration of the power of the
imaging faculty?
Answer, (a)

(Give illustration).

Question 4. What is the first thing necessary in demonstrating
perfection?
Answer, (a) The first t hing necessary in demonstrating perfection is to have a perfect pattern. In order to make perfect mental pictures the imaging faculty must be established in Truth.

^

Question 5. Where does man get the Ideal-images necessary to
express his perfect organism?
Answer,
perfect
will be
living,

(a) Man gets the ideal images necessary to express his
organism from the One Perfect Mind. The perfect body
demonstrated through beholding the perfect, eternal,
glorified Christ-Body within.

Question 6.

How are diseases perpetuated?

Answer, (a) Diseases are perpetuated in the body by the activity
of the imagination working in the subconscious, continuing to
form images of disease.
Question 7.

How often is the body renewed?
iLwue

Answer, (a) The body i s renewed every y e a r or in l e s s 4horrt7
a c c o r d i n g t o some a u t h o r i t i e s .

IMAGINATION
Part 2

a.

cjAf^J^ ^y^-M^
/

Question 8. Why do scars and deformities often remain if the
body is being continually made new?
Answer, (a) Scars and deformities remain because they have
not been removed from the mind by the word of denial but are
carried along; as mental pictures and by the law of expression,
they continue to work out in the life processes..^
&sks^vJ^*K>
^^^taa^^AA^Y
Question 9. What effect does spiritual treatment have on
pictures of error?
^JCZ^T^VKJU^\-

Answer, (a) Spiritual treatment erases the error pictures, ,
dissolves the images ,and they .disappear. ^n
§
'^AJL^AM
Question 10. What is the explanation of the disappearance of a.w*A^'
when "wished away"?
Answer, (a) The picture of the wart in the mind of the patient
is erased and what is. not in the mind cannot remain on the bpdy.

f

Question 11. What place has the Imagination in the forming of
character?
Answer, (a) We use the same law of mind in forming character
as in making external conditions. To realize a perfect character we must claim it in faith and behold ourselves as the
image and likeness of.God.

-2^!bu^£r, <aW^*^ ^ - w ^ v - ^
-

Question 12.

How may anxious thoughts be overcome?

Answer, (a)
We overcome anxious thoughts by refusing to allow
undesirable thought-pictures to form in the mind, and by training
the imagination In righteousness.
Question 13.

What is the explanation of"ghosts"?

Answer, (a) Ghosts are thoughts objectified.
but mind projections.
_
n

They are nothing
i

Question 14. Why is i t unwise for one to give himself up to
day-dreams?
Answer, (a) I t is unwise to give oneself up to day dreams
because i t leads ose-away from Divine Ideas. v A
n/i
C
Question 15. Is there any power outside of man to work him harm?
Answer, (a) There is no power outside of man to work him harm.
The seeming pov/er originates in his own mind and is attracted from
without.

IMAGINATION
Part 2

\S

3.

^^.Xi.<W^ ?
Question 16. What is the cause of "bad dreams"?
Answer, (a) Bad dreams are caused by allowing pictures of
error and evil to form in the mind and become subconscious.
When the conscious mind is stilled in sleep the subconscious
mind is active and reproduces whatever has been impressed up-

Question 17. Which of the sons of Jacob represented the
Imagination?
Answer, (a)

t-

Joseph, the son of Jacob, represents the Imagination.

Question 18. How should all dreams be interpreted?
Answer, (a) All dreams should be given spiritual interpretation.
Seldom should they be interpreted literally, but the symbols should
be studied as representing certain ideas at work in consciousness.
Question 19. Why should children be taught to be fearless?
Answer, (a) Children should be taught to be fearless because
whatever Is given them will be impressed upon the subconscious
mind and will be expressed,
n _o_
/_ /_
•,
- >vi*i.
Question 20. What relation does "beholding" bear to the work of
transforming man?
Answer, (a) We are transformed by beholding. Whatever we persistently behold, that we manifest. Looking into the perfect
pattern, the indwelling Christ and beholding his perfection,
transforms us Into his likeness.

